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Delta Optical EntryDot is the newest collimator on the market. Small size, closed optical sight produced by Delta
Optical, thanks to the precision of workmanship guarantees the reliability and accuracy of shots and full overview of the
foreground. The diameter of the 2-D aiming point is a perfectly matched dimension recommended by experienced
shooters. It is possible to buy 6-14 mm adjustable mounting for EntryDot The intensity adjustment knob gives you the
ability to adjust the brightness of the aiming point in a step of eleven steps. Battery replacement is trouble free and
instant. The collimator is surprisingly easy to assemble and shoot. Thanks to the closed structure, it is resistant to water
and snow. The optical device is equipped with a 22 mm Weaver rail assembly, it is possible to unscrew the mounted
mounting base quickly and easily and to replace it. A big advantage of the EntryDot collimaotra is its weight of only 140
g. Stamina up to 4000 J. Parallax error corrected at a distance of 50 m. Delta Optical EntryDOT collimator - the most
important features: â€¢ closed construction, intended for binocular aiming â€¢ manual adjustment of the lighting using the
knob on the right side of the device â€¢ 11 levels of brightness of the sight point â€¢ unlimited field of view â€¢ easy battery
replacement â€¢ precise adjustment of the position of the sight point â€¢ simple assembly and disassembly â€¢ weight 140 g
Technical parameters â€¢ closed construction, intended for binocular aiming â€¢ manual adjustment of the lighting using
the knob on the right side of the device â€¢ 11 levels of brightness of the sight point â€¢ Lens diameter: 20mm â€¢ weight:
140 g â€¢ device length: 71mm Equipment included â€¢ collimator â€¢ detachable mounting base for Weaver rail â€¢ CR203
3V battery Warranty 2 years
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